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E-mail: acs.information@total.com

www.acs.total.com

All over the world to assist you with special fuels:
from fi rst developments to the fi nished cars.

OUR EXPERTISE
Total Additives and Special Fuels (Total ACS)
specialises in the formulation and blending of
special fuels. With over thirty years of experience, 
we can be depended on to meet the requirements of
component manufacturers and vehicle manufacturers.

Our objective:  
is to offer automotive manufacturers, component
manufacturers and research laboratories taylor made fuel
solutions to meet the special requirements related to 
new technologies and regulations: fl ex fuel engines, 
high pressure diesel fuels, homogeneous combustion or
stratifi ed charge, direct injection engines, …

Responsiveness and Flexibility from formulation to delivery are our two guiding principles for
supplying new fuels developed by our experts or fuels found in our catalogue of more than
300 references. We can produce batches ranging from 200 litres to several thousands of cubic metres 
delivered to our customers throughout the world.

In addition to reference and homologation fuels
whose specifi cations are in the public domain, Total ACS
develops custom fuels, in the strictest confi dentiality, for 
its customers own development projects.

Our priorities: 

Through its permanent links with research and
development centres and with the many international
subsidiaries in the group, Total ACS has extensive 
knowledge of the characteristics of fuels available in the 
various zones of the world.

Total group is formulating the fuels of tomorrow,
ensuring that current fuels will not have any side
effects for new engine technologies. Total is involved in 
many different bodies, consortiums and working groups
(CEC, CONCAWE, EUROPIA and SWRI), playing a key 
role in defi ning future reference and homologation fuels. 

Total ACS can draw on a wide range 
of petroleum fractions from the many
refi neries and petrochemical sites in the 
Total group, to formulate fuels that meet 
specifi c characteristics.

TOTAL Additives & Special Fuels
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Special fuels 
to your technological challenges



      bio-diesel fuel, incorporating Vegetable Oil Methyl Esters (VOME)         
     in its fuels, 
   bio gasoline, incorporating mass produced beet- and wheat-based
  ethanol and Ethyl Tertio Butyl Ether (ETBE) produced from bioethanol.

Regulations have been introduced requiring
component manufacturers and vehicle manufacturers 
to use reference fuels for homologation procedures.

For more than fi fteen years, Total 
ACS has been assisting component
manufacturers and vehicle manufacturers 
in their biofuel developments.  

Our development work has led us to formulate and produce an extensive
range of bio fuels with specifi cations covering a large content of bio-components 
as well as physical and chemical properties.

Refi nery
 +

Supply
chain

   Total ACS plays an active role in research and development biofuel
   programmes of automotive and component manufacturers to overcome
  associated technical challenges: 

    cold start,

   lubricity,

 injector deposit formation,

pollutant emissions.

BIOFUELS

Total ACS’s range includes Euro 2, Euro 3 and Euro 
4 fuels and the company is actively involved in 
the defi nition of Euro 5 fuels.

Total ACS also has experience of American EPA, 
Japanese (JIS) and Brazilian fuels.

The following table gives some of the fuels in Total ACS range. 

First fi ll fuels are used for new vehicles coming off the 
assembly line.

New technologies require fuels that meet local regulations.
Vehicle manufacturers carry out precise tests to check the
operation and settings of new engines.

As a supplier and consultant in petroleum business, 
Total ACS has a wide range of homologation and
reference fuels

Atmosphere

CO2

EHV

Diesel car

 

Colza, sunfl ower Diesel engine
-53 à -58%

Atmosphere

CO2

Fossil fuels Atmosphere

Gasoline car

CO2 CO2

ETBE
Ethanol

Beet, wheat Gasoline engine
-26 à -37%

As the leading European refi ner, Total is involved in the development of:

RESEARCH 
AND DEVELOPMENT FUELS

Our priority is to control the fuel variable. Total ACS is, therefore, developing 
gasoline and diesel fuels that are adaptive to most countries and climates in 
the world. Therefore, our customers can carry out tests depending on their 
target markets, with the essential guarantee of stable specifi cations that will 
not change over time, regardless of the batches manufactured.

Total ACS works closely with the major international automotive
manufacturers, advising customers on the development of their engines. 
This enables Total ACS to respond rapidly and anticipate requirements

Technical assistance and the availability of our sales teams are the key
factors to establish a relationship based on confi dence with component 
manufacturers and vehicle manufacturers, even the aeronautics industry.

While the quality of fuels available on the local market may 
cause constraints, Total ACS can provide vehicle manufac-
turers with specifi c fi rst fi ll fuels whose characteristics will 
help to resolve problems such as:  

spark plugs after many cold starts between coming off 
the assembly line and the fi rst fi ll up by the customers,

damage to diesel injection systems caused by a lack 
of lubricity,

requirement for innocuous fuels (benzene free, 
sulphur content <10 ppm),

maintaining vehicle performance regardless 
the geographic market where the vehicles 
are delivered and sold.

Bilan CO2

 Country / Zone Gasoline Diesel

    Euro 2: RF 08-A-85 Euro 2: RF 03-A-80 / 73A93
    Euro 3: RF 02-99  / RF 04-99  Euro 3: RF 06-99
    Euro 4: RF 02-03 / RF 04-03 Euro 4: RF 06-03
    Euro 5  Euro 5

    JETF, JIS,…

    Tier 1:  Tier 2:
    EPA 86-113-94  EPA 86-113-07
    EPA Cold CO Octane California certifi cation   
    Tier 2:   diesel fuel
    EPA 86-113-04
    US gasoline Tier 2

      EB 15-31

United States

Brazil  

Japan

Europe

km/h
Extra-urban cycle (EUDC) - 6,955 km

Cold start phase
0-505 s

Transcient phase
505-1369 s

Hot start phase
0-505 sSingle urban cycle - 4,052 km
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FIRST FILL FUELS

HOMOLOGATION
AND REFERENCE FUELS


